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Abstract. We turn once more to the study of EOL forms by focussing on synchronized EOL forms. 
We show that there are complete propagating synchro-EOL forms in contrast o the situation for 
EOL forms. Turning to the syntax analysis of synchro-EOL form families, we are lead into the study 
of ambiguity in EOL systems. We show that there are languages which are n-CF-ambiguous, for 
arbitrarily large values of n 2 1, but which are EOL-unambiguous. Finally we characterize when 
synchro-{S, a}-forms are complete and also characterize when short synchro-{S, A, a}-forms 
are complete, where A is a terminal-like nonterminal. These results are also in contrast with EOL 
forms, where even short {S, c})-forms have only a restricted characterization with respect to 
completeness. 
1. Introduction 
Since EOL forms were introduced rn [7] there have been many subsequent 
investigations, of which [9] and [lo] are more recent ones. Although it was 
recognized in [7] that synchronization gave rise to a proper subclass of the EOL form 
language families, and although synchronization was used as a means, for example, in 
[9], it was not until [ 14) that synchronized EOL forms were investigated in their own 
right. The main concern of [14], however, was to apply the notion of g-inter- 
pretations first used for grammar forms in [ 11, to synchronized EOL forms. Even [ 101, 
which considered synchronized EOL forms, did so under a restricted type of the 
original interpretation given in [7], namely, under uniform interpretation. Thus it has 
seemed good to us, to concentrate on synchronized EOL forms under the original 
interpretation mechanism as defined in [7]. 
We claim that the results found herein well justify this investigation. 
* Work partially supported by a Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada Grant 
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Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to basic terminology and some of the carry-over 
results from [7]. Section 4 discusses the syntax analysis of a synchro-EOL form G’ 
which is an interpretation of a synchro-EOL form G for which there is a given parsing 
method M& It is proved that a parser for G’ can be obtained via & which is of the 
same time complexity as MY when G is unambiguous. The results are analogous to 
those for grammar forms which can be found in [3]. However, the transfer of these 
results is not completely trivial as will be seen. We are lead quite naturally in Section 
5 into a brief discussion of ambiguity in EOL systems, a topic that has remained 
unexplored until now, but which we hope to return to at some later time. 
In Section 6 we turn aside to study grammar forms which generate sub-regular and 
sub-linear languages. In particular we prove that S + a ; S + US is regular-vomplete 
, and S -+ a ; S 3 Su ; S + aS is linear-vomplete. These vompleteness results are then 
used in Section 7 to demonstrate that every sub-regular grammatical family is a 
synchro-EOL family and similarly for each sub-linear grammatical family. These 
results are the first of their kind. However, it is still open whether every sub-regular 
or sub-linear synchro-EOL family is a grammatical family. Similarly, it is open 
whether any super-linear grammatical family is an EOL or synchao-EOL family. 
Finally, in Sections 8 and 9 we turn to the study of completeness of synchro-EOL 
forms. In Section 8 complete {S, a}-forms are characterized, while in Section 9 
complete short {S, A, a}-forms are characterized. In an {S, A, a}-form, the A is a 
‘terminal-like’ nonterminal in that the only productions for A are A + A and A + a. 
The significance of these two results can only be understood in the light of the 
investigation of completeness for EOL forms in [7] and for short {S, a}-forms in [2]; in 
neither case was it possible to obtain a complete characterization of complete forms, 
To conclude these introductory remarks we mention two topics which requ’ire$ 
more study. First is the topic of ambiguity in EOL systems mentioned above, and 
second, the question of whether it is or is not decidable for an arbitrary synchro-EOL 
system G if L(G) = a*, for some a. A number of decision problems, which al*e 
conjectured to be decidable rely upon this result for their solution. 
2. Basic terminology 
Since we will treat both EOL and grammar forms in this paper it is convenient o 
proceed by way of a simpler notion than either. 
We always in the following assume the existence of a universal infinite alphabet 
V,, a universal infinite terminal alphabet .Xco s Vm, with VW - Cc0 infinite and a 
universal blocking symbol N from \_a -- Cao. 
A production system G is a quadruple (V, 2, P, S), where V c V,, 2 c Coo are both 
finite, P is a finite subset of V x V*, the set of productions and S in V 4 is the 
sentence symbol. We usually write (A, CU) in P as A + a! and if cy is the empty word, 
then as A +A. 
When a production system G together with sequential rewriting according to G is 
specified, then P c (V - 2) x V* and we obtain a (context-free) grammar. 
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When a production system G together with parallel rewriting according to G is 
specified, then we obtain an EOL system, in this case for all X in Y there is at least 
one production X + ac in P. Moreover, we say that G is a synchronized EOL system if 
for all Q in C the only production for u is u -+ N and N + N is the only production for 
N. Conventionally when specifying a synchronized EOL system we will define 
Pc(V-2)x v*. 
For both grammars and EOL systems G we define a rewrite step in the usual way 
and denote it in both cases by +G or simply + if G is understood. + will denote 
either sequential or parallel rewriting depending on the context. As usual we obtain 
=$ and +* from +. Hence we define the language of a grammar or EOL system G, 
denoted L(G), as: 
L(G) = {x :x is in C* and S +* x}. 
We say L c C* is a context-free language (or EOL language) if there is a grammar 
G (or EOL system G) such that L = L(G). 
An EOL system G = (V, 2, P, S) is said to be an EDOL system if for all X in V 
there is exactly one production X + cy in P. 
An UL system G is a triple (2, P, a), where for each a in C there is at least one 
production a + Q! in P and CT is in Z+. 
Essentially this can be viewed as an EOL system G = (2, Z’, P, S), where S is 
allowed to be a terminal word. 
Further details of grammars will be found in [4] and EQL and OL systems in [ 131. 
We now turn to the notion of interpretation. We say a substitution p : Vz + 2”: is 
a dfl-substitution (disjoint finite letter substitution) if p(X) c VI for all X in V2 and 
IL(X) n p( Y) =fl, for all X, Y in V2, X # Y. Note that a dfl-substitution is the 
inverse of a length-preserving homomorphism v, such that v(&) c & and v( VI - 
25,) c V2 - &. For two sets M, N c VT, b:lM+Nwedenote{x+y:xinMandy 
in N}. 
Definition. Given two synchronized EOL systems Gi = ( Vi, Zi, Pi, Si), i = 1,2, we say 
G1 is an interpretation of G:! modulo ,CC, where p is a df I-substitution un V2 if: 
(i) p [A) s VI -& for all A in V2 -&, 
(ii) p (a) 5 21 for all a in 22, 
(iii) Pt c P (Pz), where P (P2) = UA+(U in p2 ,u (4 + P (4, and 
(iv) S, is in p(S2). 
We denote this by G1 Q Go or simply G1 Q G2 if p i.s understc-$Jd. Because of 
our convention N + N is understood to be in both G1 and G2 and also a + N is 
assumed to be in PI for each a in 21. 
We let 9?(G) denote the famil;q of synchronized EOL systems dejined by 6, 
(G’ : G’ Q G(p) for some p) and Z(G) denote the family of languages defined by G, 
{L(G’): G’ Q G(p) for some ~1. 
Similarly we can defined the notion of interpretation for two grammars G1 and G2, 
the family of grammars defined by 6, V?(G) and the family of languages defined by 
G, s(G). 
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When a synchronized EOL system or a context-free grammar is used in this context 
we call it a synchro-EOL form or a (context-free) grammar form, respectively. 
Given two synchro-EOL forms (or grammar forms) G1 and G2 we say that they are 
strong,form equivalent if 3?(Gl) = %?(Gz) and form equivalent if Z’(G1) =JZ’(Gz). 
We say two languages are eqeral if they differ by at most the empty word, A. 
Similarly we say two language families are equal if for every language in one family 
there is an equal language in the other family and vice versa. 
Finally, we need the following notions. If x is a word over V, then 1x1 is the number 
of symbols in x, in particular IA I= 0. We define alph (x) to be the smallest alphabet V’ 
such that x is in V’“. 
3. Carry-ever results 
Before entering upon our investigation we relate synchro-EOL forms to EOL forms 
[7]1 by mentioning a number of results which carry over to this situation. We have the 
typical results for interpretation, namely: 
Theorem 3.1. (i) 4 ,is decidable and transitive, 
(ii) %?(Gj) = 3(Gz) is decidable for two production systems GI and Gz, since 
(e(G,) = Y(G2) iff G1 a Gz and GZ -3 Gl, 
(iii) Every synchro- EOL form G has a form equivalent reduced synchro- EOL form 
(cf. [7]), where a synchru-EOL form G = ( V, 2, P, S) is reduced if for all Xin V, there is 
a derivation S++aXp for some a, /3 irt V”, 
(iv) For Gi = (vi, & Pi, Si)+ i = 1,2, two synchro-EOL forms with GI 4 G*(p)), for 
every derivation : 
there is a derivation 
p-‘W = cL-‘(ag) + pm’(al) 3 - - l =$ p-‘(a,) in GZ. 
We now state, again without proof, a selection of normal form results. As in [lOI 
the notions of simulation also transfer to synchro-EOL forms. Although the3e are 
needed to prove the normal form results, since we do not prove theol: results here, we 
also exclude the simulation lemmas. 
We say that a synchro-EOL system G = (V, 2, P, S) is 
ii) short if for each production A + a in P, [al c 2, 
(ii) b&ary if each production is one of the types: 
A+, A + a, A+B or A-,X', 
(iii) propagating if there is no production A -p A in B for any A in ‘K 
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Theorem 3.2. For every synchro-EOL form G there is a form equivalent synchro- EOL 
form H such that: 
(i) H is binary, 
(ii) H is propagating, and 
(iii) H is both binary and propagating. 
Parts (ii) and (iii) are in sharp contrast o the situation for EOL forms [‘I, namely, 
there is an EOL form F which has no form equivalent propagating EOL form. 
Recall that a synchro-EOL form G is complete if 5?(G) = .S’(EOL) and vomplete if 
for all synchro-EOL forms F there is a G’ Q G form equivalent o !? 
Theorem 3.3. F ; S + a ; S + S; S + SS; is both complete and vomplete. 
This is again in sharp contrast o the situation for EOL forms, since no propagating 
EOL form is vomplete. 
This leads to a number of necessary conditions for a synchro-EOL form to be 
complete. 
Theorem 3.4. If G = (V, X, P, S) is a complete synchro-EOL form, then 
(1) Pcontains a production A-,x with A in V-C and x in X’, 
(2) G is expansive, [7], 
(3) G is looping, [7), 
(4) L(G) #must contain a word of length n, for all n 2 1. 
Finally we close this section by considering the relationship between EOL and 
synchro-EOL language families. 
Theorem 3.5. (1) Every synchro-EOL form language family is an EOL form language 
family, but not vice versa 171, 
(2) every synchro- EOL form language family is closed under intersection with 
regular sets, whereas this is not true for eve.py EOL form language family. 
4. Syntax analysis 
Let G = (V, 2Z, P, S) be a synchro-EOL f’orm and I& a parsing method for words 
over C with respect to 6. Our aim in this section is to demonstrate that for each 
interpretation G’ = ( V’, Z’, P’, S’) of GJ words over 2’ can be parsed or recognized 
with respect o 6’ by indirect use of I&. Moreover, as in [3] we can bound the time 
and space requirements of this indirect parsing or recognition process, 
particular when G is unambiguous, ’ is i.he same order of complexity as 
as time is concerned. At the time of writiirlg ambiguity in EOL systems has not been 
studied, so to add substance to this parsing result, some remarks on ambiguity and 
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unambiguity are mgde in the following section. Indeed we feel that ambiguity in EOL 
systems is deser ,vir,g of further investigation. 
Whenever G’ Q G(p) and x’ is in L(G’) then there exists at least one derivation in 
G’: 
S’*. l l a K’. 
Now by Theorem 3.1 this implies there is a derivation in G 
&P(S) * l l l * p-‘(xl). 
In other words p-‘(x’) is in L(G). Moreover, if p-*(x’) is not in L(G), then by the 
same Lemma x’ is not in g(G’). However, we may have p-l(x)) in L(G), whereas x’ is 
not in L(G’). This latter case causes the major difficulty in adapting MO to give A&t. 
To this end bracketed versiori;; of G and G’ are defined, which in turn give rise to 
bracketed versions of J,? (x’) and x’. The bracketed version of x’ now carries 
sufficient information for it to be parsed rapidly. The technique used col-responds 
almost exactly with that in [3] for grammar forms. However, the carry-over is not 
immediate. In fact the bracketed versions of G and G’ wili be treated as grammars 
rather than EOL systems. However, before going into further detail we need to agree 
on a representation of a derivation in an EOL system. Since most parsing mechanisms 
will explore the input word in depth first manner, one production at a time, our 
representation is based upon this action: 
Let S:A+A1-A,d.w- an be a derivation in a synchro-EOL system 
G=(V,Z,P,S),whereA,Al,..., A,arein V-2’,aiare(V-~)*and8~:Ai9’cui, 
for 1 s i s n. The depth-first derivation corresponding to 8 is denoted by D (8) an2 
defined as follows: 
I 
Siffi=O, 
DG,) D(6,) 
D(S) = 
A+Al- ‘An’qA2- ‘-A,,aa)lcuzA3-A, 
D(S, 1 
=3* l l *a1 l l ’ an, otherwise, where CY & means the 
the derivation D leading from CY to p. 
Alternatively, given 8, the depth-first derivation D(S) corresponding to 8 is essen- 
tially the ‘leftmost’ derivation, when G is considered as a context-free grammar. 
Now a depth-first derivation will be represented as the sequence of productions 
applied in the depth-first ordering together with the final word produced, that is: 
D(S) : A1 + al, . . . . A m+CYm;x. 
Because G is synchronized, this representation of a depth-first derivation is 
meaningful, since the position of application is the leftmost nonterminal. 
Let G = (V, 2, P, S) and 6’ = (V’, 27, P’, S’) Q G(p) be two synchronized-E01 
forms, and be a parsing method for G, which for each wor 
all depth-first derivations of X, one after another, if x is in L(G) or rejects x if it is not 
in L(G). Then a parsing method &’ for G’ can be obtained as follows: 
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For each word n’ in E’*, M,n consists of at most three major steps. These are: 
(1) & determines the unique word x = @‘(x’), 
(2) A& parses x using MG and 
(3) A&& checks to see if there are G-derivations of x, which via interpretation yield 
G’-derivations of x’. 
To carry out step (3) of A&, we introduce bracketed grammars, which arq versions 
of G and G’. Number the productions arbitrarily but uniquely from 1 to #P. Let 
d := {ii, ]i : 1 S i S # p}. 
Now the bracketed version of G, denoted by & is defined as: 
&=(vuA,~A,I+), 
where B = (A + [ia]i : A + a is in P and A + a is numbered i}. The bracketed version 
of G’, denoted G’, is defined as: 
whereB’={A’+[&‘]i: A’+cw’isinp(A+cu)nP’andA+cw isnumbered i}. 
Finally define & by c(X) = p(X) for all X in V, and & ([i) = [i, &(]i) = Ii, 1 c i s 
#P. 
Clearly G’ 4 G(g). 
We are now in a position to give more detail of the three steps of A& specified 
above: 
Step 1: MGt determines the unique word x = (u-‘(xl). 
Step 2: MGn parses x by MC. If MG rejects x, then MGI rejects x’, otherwise assume 
MG determines that S1,. . . , S,, m > 0, are the depth-first derivations of x by G. 
Step3: For& =&,...,S,do 
(a) MG~ determines the depth-first derivation 6 obtained by replacing each 
occurrence of a production A * cu h 6 by A + [ia]i. 
Let x^ denote the bracketed version of x generated by 6, this is generated in situ by 
means of the productions of 6. 
(b) MGn determines $’ the bracketed version of x’ from f by consulting x’. Clearly 
x’ is in L(G’) iff x^’ is in L(&‘). 
(c) MC’ now parses x^’ in a bottom-up manner. Furthermore, it simultaneously 
performs all parses of x^’ which conform to the shape of the parse tree determined by 
8. So that if the intermediate word ar [,Yl l l l Ym]@ occurs during this bottom-up 
reduction phase, where the Yi are either sets of nonterminals or terminal and Q! is in 
(A u Z’)*, then ,Xfi is obtained, where X = {A : A + [iAl l 9 l Am]i is in P’ and Ai is 
in Yi, 1 s i S m}. 
Clearly, x’ is in L(G’) iff x^’ determines a set of nonterminals including s”. 
(cl) If S’ is in the set of nonterminals determined by x^‘, then &I constructs all 
G’-depth-first derivations of x’, which conform with s^ by repeatedly traversing in a 
top-down manner the output of (c). At each traversal single nonterminals are chosen 
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from the sets of nonterminals, which conform with those already chosen. If there are 
at most k nonterminals in each set of nonterminals and the parse tree produced by (c) 
has I internal nodes, then at most k’ distinct parse trees may be produced by (d), 
We now state the theorems concerning the time and space complexity of A& 
relative to that of M& Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be an arbitrary synchrc-EOL form 
tsgethea with a parsing method A4G for G, which fulfills the following conditions: 
(i) there is a function t(n), n 2 0 such that for each word x in C* of length n, MO 
using at most t(n) steps, outputs all d.epth-first derivations of x if x is in L(G) and 
rejects x if x is not in L<(G), 
(ii) there is a function s(n), n 2 0, such that for each x in S*, of length n, MO using 
at most s (n ) space, consecutively determines each G-depth-first derivation of x if x is 
in L(G) and rejects x if x is not in .L(G). 
(iii) there is a function l(n), n 2 0 such that for each x in L(G) each G-depth-first 
derivation of x has length at most l(lx I). 
Theorem 4.1. Assume G 2nd MG fulfill the conditions laid down above, G’ = 
I( V’, Y, P’, S’) Q G and p(n), n 2 0 be a function such that for each word x’ in L(G’) 
there are at most p(lx’l) equally shaped parse trees of x’. 
Then there is a constant cCC’) such that for each word x’ in 2’*, MG~ as defined above 
yields either all G’-depth-first derivations of x’ if x’ is in L(G’) or rejects x’ if x’ is not in 
L(G’) in at most c(G)) l t(n) l p(n) steps, where n = Ix’l. 
Proof. This follows from exactly the same observations as those given in [3]. 
However it is worth pointing out that the particular representation of a depth-first 
derivation is crucial to the result, as is the concept of the context-free bracketed 
version of a synchro-EOL system. Both tht:se simplifications allow the economical 
manipulation of S and 8. The details of the proof are purely arithmetic. 
Given an EOL system or form G = (V, 2, P, S) we say G is ambiguous (unam- 
biguous) if there is a word (no word) x in L(G) which has two distinct derivations. 
Similarly an EOL language L E 2* is (inherently) ambiguous if for all EOL systems G 
with L(G) = L, G is ambiguous. 
The topic of ambiguity is further explored in the next section, however we obtain 
the following important corollary to Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 4.2. Let G, G’, Mo, t(n) be defined as in Theorem 4.1, with the added 
condition that G is unambiguous. Then there exists G” Q G with L(G”) = L(G’) and 
G” unambiguous such that MG” operates in at most c(G”) 8 t(n) steps for a given input 
#of length n, where c(G”) is a constant defined by G”. 
This follows by Theorem 5.4. 
Similarly, if we only require that M& be a recognizer, then we obtain a similar 
boumd to that of Corollary 4.2. Finally, as in [3] we obtain 
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Theorem 43. Let G, MG, s(n) and l(n) be defined as above. Then for each G’ Q G 
there exists a constant c(G’) such that for each word x’ in Xl*, MGl using a! most 
s(lx’l) + c(G’) l I(lx’l) space, yields either all depth-first derivations of x’ if x’ is in L(G’) 
or rejects x’ if x’ is not in L(G’). 
Proof. This again follows that in [3]. 
5. Ambiguity 
We have already introduced the notion of ambiguity for EOL systems and 
languages: an EOL system G is ambiguous if at least one word in L(G) possesses two 
distinct derivations. Similarly, an EOL language L is (inherently) ambiguous if every 
EOL system G generating L is ambiguous. (Otherwise, L is termed unambiguous.) 
Based on these notions, the degree of ambiguity can now be defined exactly as for 
context-free grammars and languages. Let k be a positive integer. An EOL system G 
is ambiguous of degree k if every word in L(G) possesses at most k distinct 
derivations and, moreover, some word in L(G) possesses exactFy k distinct deriva- 
tions. G is ambiguous of degree 00 if, for any n, there is a word in L(G) possessing 
more than n distinct derivations. An EOL language L is (inherently) ambiguous of 
degree t (where t is a natural number or 00) if every EOL system G generating L is 
ambiguous of degree 2 t and, moreover, L = L(G) for some E01, system G ambig- 
uous of degree t. Thus, a system or a language is ambiguous of decree 1 if and only if it 
is unambiguous. 
To avoid confusion, we sometimes use the prefix ‘CF’ or ‘EOL’ to indicate the type 
of ambiguity. Thus, a context-free language can be EOL-unambiguous and CF- 
ambiguous of degree 3. Of course, such prefixes are not needed if we deal with 
languages in 9(EOL) - P(CF). 
Since ambiguity is not the actual topic of this paper, it is to be understood that the 
brief discussion in this section is only preliminary in nature. However, the topic of 
ambiguity was naturally connected with our discussion concerning syntax analysis 
and, therefore, we feel that the following rather unexpected issues should be 
mentioned already in this connection. 
Observe first that if we transform a (reduced) context-free grammar G1 to an EOL 
system G2 by adding the production b + b for every terminal letter b, then Gz is 
always ambiguous of degree 00 (provided L(G1) is not empty). Clearly, GZ is not . 
synchronized. 
The following theorem is very useful because It shows that, as regards ambiguity 
considerations, we can essentially restrict our attention to synchronized systems. 
core . Every unambiguous EOL language is generated by an unambiguous 
synchronized EOL system, moreover, every EOL language ambiguous of degree k is 
generated by a synchronized EOL system ambiguous of degree k. 
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pjf@Je i$. The theroem follows by observing that the standard construction of synch- 
ronizing a given EOL system (cf. [ 131) does not introduce ambiguity and also does not 
increase the degree of ambiguity. 
Theorem 5.2. Every EDOL language L is generated by an unumbiguous synchro- 
EOL system. 
Proof. If L is finite, the assertion is obvious. Assume that an infinite language L is 
generated by an EDOL system G. Now G is EOL-unambiguous, ince L(G) is finite if 
G is EOL-ambiguous. The assertion follows now by Theorem 5.1. 
It is easy to give examples of EOL-unambiguous languages which are not EDOL 
languages. The language a* is perhaps the most obvious among such languages. On 
the other hand, the following result seems to be rather surprising. 
Theorem 5.3. There are UT-ambiguous languages that are EOL-unambiguous. 
Moreover, for any natural number h9 L there is an EOL-unambiguous language L that is 
W-ambiguous of degree > k. 
Proof. Consider the first sentence. We use here the ‘classical’ CF-ambiguous 
language 
LO=(aibic’li, jH)u(a’b’c’Ii, jN) 
Consider the synchronized EOL system G defined by the following productions: 
S~SlSZIS~S4ISSSS3S_rSS, 
Sl-, cfS$lab, 
(Here S is the initial letter, and a, b, c are the only terminal letters.) 
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It is now easy to verify that L(G) = Lo and that G is unambiguous. In fact, the four 
productions for S correspond, respectively, to the derivation of words a mbn~p in Lo 
such that 
m=nap, m= n<p, m >n =p, mCn=p. 
The second sentence of the theorem is established by considering languages LF, 
n = 1,2,3, . . . . It is shown in [4] that LE is CF-ambiguous of degree 2? On the other 
hand, for any n, LI; is EOL-unambiguous. For a fixed value of n, this is seen d.. follows. 
Consider the synchro-EOL system G with the initial letter S. The productions for S 
are S+ cy, where ar ranges over all words of length n over the alphabet {S, S’}, with 
the exception of the word S? (Thus, there are 2” - 
productions for S’ 
1 productions for S.1) The 
are S’+ S’ and S’+ S. Finally, the productions for S are those 
listed above in the definition of G, including the productions for the nonterminals 
introduced from S. 
It is now again easy to verify that L(G) = to” and that, moreover, G is unam- 
biguous. Observe, in particular, that for every ‘initial word’ c~ the height of each 
derivation tree is determined by the sub-derivations tarting from the occurrences of 
the letter S. 
The basic idea in the proof of Theorem 5.3 is that we can use the height of a tree to 
regulate derivations and re,nove in this fashion the ambiguity of sequential context- 
free rewriting. (Indeed this means that if L1, L2 are PWO EOL-unambiguous languages 
then LlL2 is also EOL-unambiguous.) However, as regards the language Lg (which is 
CF-ambiguous of degree m), this does not seem to be possible, the reason being that 
it is not possible to generate the initial words cy (cf. the proof of Theorem 5.3) at once. 
Because we now need infinitely many such initial words, they have to be generated 
with some delay which apparently causes ambiguity. 
In the first draft of this paper we made the following three conjectures: 
(1) The language Lg is EOL-ambiguous of degree 00. 
(2) The languages {a ‘b i 1 i 3 1)” and {a ib2’ 1 i 2 I}* are EOL-ambiguous of degree 
00. (Observe that the former of these languages is CF-unambiguous.) 
(3) There are no languages EOL-ambiguous of finite degree k > 1. 
Recently Rozenberg [121 has shown that each of these conjectures is false. Moreover 
he has also proved that the degree of EOL-ambiguity of a CF language is never 
greater than its degree of CF-ambiguity. The problem of proving languages to be 
inherently EOL-ambiguous appears, however, to be as difficult as in the CF-situation. 
The reader is reminded of the difficulties in finding a reasonably short proof for the 
exis\,ence of inherently ambiguous CF languages, cf. [6]. 
Let G be a synchro-EOL form ambiguous of degree k. Then each 
language L(G’), G’ Q G is at most ambiguous of degree k and, moreover, ior euch L in 
2(G) a synchro- EOL form G” can be constructed which is at most ambiguous of degree 
k and G” Q 6. 
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6. An excursioml into vompleteness of grammar forms 
In order to compare EOL and CF grammatical families we first establish normal 
form theorems for subregular and sublinear CF grammatical families. (The existence 
of subregular families is dependent on our notion of interpretation in contradistinc- 
tion to the situation when the origina!l interpretation of [l] is used. In this case there 
are only the finite sets that are the only nontrivial family below the regular sets and 
there are no families lying strictly between the regular and linear families.) These are 
then used in the next section to prove ,that each sublinear CF grammatical family is an 
EOL grammatical family. At this time it is not known whether the converse result 
holds. 
Recall that a grammar form G is regular-complete, if for all subregular gram- 
matical families 9, there is a G’ Q G such that Z(G’) = 2’. Similarly, we define linear 
vompleteness. The term ‘vtimplete’ stands for ‘very complete’, and it follows that 
establishing a form to be regular- or linear-vomplete is equivalent to establishing 
normal form theorems for the grammatical subfamilies of the regular and linear 
languages. 
We will demonstrate in the following that 
- S + as; S + a is regular-vomplete, and 
- S + as; S + Sa ; S + a is linear-vomplete. 
Since the central theme of this paper is that of synchronized EOL forms we often 
will only provide sketch proofs of the theorems. We say a grammar form G = 
( V, 2, P, S) is strongly reduced if it is 
(i) reduced, 
(ii) A -free, 
(iii) chain-free and 
(iv) non-left-recursive. 
It can be shown that for every grammar form G there exists a form equivalent 
grammar form F which is strongly reduced by use of the same transforf?atiocs as are 
typically used for grammars, see [4,11]. 
We need the following two lemmas, which are of interest in their own 
right. 
Lemma 6.1 (Diversionary lemma). Let G = (V, 25, P, S) be a grammar form and 
,4 + arBp be a production in P, where A, B are in V -2, and (~/3 is in V*. Let 
VI = {A 1: A is in V -2}, where VI n V = 0, PI is the set of productions obtained 
from P by replacing each nonterminal A with A 1, and F = ( VI v V, 2, PI v 
I@ - (A + aB,p}) v {A + cuB1fi}, S). Then L(G) = L(F) and 3?(G) =2(F). 
. Language quivalence is easily seen since each derivation tree with A as the 
root and nBfl as its sons has a corresponding derivation tree with A as the root and 
a&p as its sons, where the subtrees rooted at 1 are isomorphic. 
G-derivation tree has a corresponding F-derivation tree which is identical up to the 
isomorphic subtrees mentioned. 
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Secondly, F is clearly an interpretation of G hence 3(F) s .9(G). Therefore it 
remains to prove the converse inclusion. Let G’ = (V’, Z’, P’, S’) Q G(p) and let 
the productions in p(A + atBp)n P’ be denoted by pl,. . . , p,,,. Let Vi = 
{A: : A’ in V-C’ and 1 s i 6 m}, P’(i) be the set of productions obtained 
from P’ by replacing each nonterminal A’ by A:, Pi = UK1 P’(i), and 
PA={A’+a’BI@“:pi= A’+ac’B’p’}. Define F’ by F’ = (Vi u V’, 6’, Pi u 
(P’ - p (A + cuBfl)) u PA, 9’). Clearly F’ Q F. That L(F’) = L(G’) follows from the 
observation in the first part of the theorem applied to F’ ano 67’. Note that given 
G’, F’ can be produced by iterating the construction m times for each Pi in turn 
to give successively F;, F& . . . . FL = F’, where L(Fi) = L(G’), L(F$) = 
L(F;),..., L(Fk) = L(Fk-1) whence the result. 
This lemma leads to the following. 
Definition, Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a grammar form. We say G has an (A, a!, B, p)- 
partition if the following conditions obtain: 
(i) A + cvB/3 is in P, 
(ii) V=%V,where VGV-XandSisin V, 
(iii) P=l%3{A+aBfi)}ti~,~c(&Z)~ e*,Ps Vx(VuZ)*,Aisin V&is 
in V* and B is in V. 
As we have seen we can always transform a given grammar form with a production 
A + CYBP into a form equivalent grammar form with an (A, cy, B, @)-partition. The 
importance of such a partition is that the productions used in the subgrammar Gs of 
G can only be used in a sentential derivation if the production A + CVBP is used. In 
the next lemma we consider the effect of replacing GB b;l a form equivalent 
subgrammar. 
lLemma 6.2 (Replacement lemma). Let G = (V, 2, P S) be a grammar form with 
an (A, cu, B, @)-partition, where V = vtip, P=~ti{A+cuB~}3~, and GB== 
(v u X,X, P, B). Let F = (V’, 2, PF, B) be form equivalent to GB, where ( VF 4) t’r 
v=fl,thenH=(kVF,&l%(A + CUB@) u PF, S) is form equivalent to G. 
Proof. Note that H has an (A, cy, B, @)-partition and that G is obtained from H by 
replacing V’ by V and PF by I? Hence we only need prove Z(G) C_ 9(H) since the 
reverse inclusion follows by symmetry. 
Consider an arhitrary G’ Q G(p), where G’= (V’, X’, P’, S’). 3 suffices to 
construct an H’ Q H(p)) such that L(H’) = L(G’). Letting p(A + aB& n P’ = 
{P 1, . . . , pm} observe that without loss of generality we rnily assume that each 
pi : Ai + aiBipi defines an (Ai, ai, Bi, &)-partition of G’, by way of Lemma 6.1. 
Therefore we may assume 
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For each subgrammar G& = ( fi u Y, 2, P, BJ there exists fi Q F, such that 
r;l: = (Vi, X’, Pi, Bi) and L(fi) = L(Gb,). Let H’ = (et v VI v l l l v V,, .X’, F’ v 
ti *,**.,p??J~Plu~ l l u P,, S), clearly H’ Q H. We leave to the reader the 
straightforward proof that L(H’) = L(F), to complete the lernma. 
Given a grammar form G we say A <B if A +* arB& where A and B are 
nonterminals of G. For two nonterminals A and B we write A -B if A s B and 
B s A. It is straightforward to show that - is an equivalence relation. Letting [A]- 
denote the equivalence class of A with respect o - , we extend s to equivalence 
classes by: 
[A]_ s[B]_ iff A < 8, 
in which case s is a partial ordering of equivalence classes. We make use of this 
partial order in the proofs of the following theorems. We also use 
Lemma 6.3 (Substitution le.nma). Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a grammar form and 
A -, aBy be some production in P, then H = (V, C, Pn, S), where PH is dPjined to be: 
Plv == (P-(A +aBy))u(A+@y: B+pisinP) 
is form equivalent to G. 
Proof. See [ll]. 
It is convenient o first prove the normal form result for sub-regular grammar 
forms, which we then use in the proof of the normal form theorem for sub-linear 
grammar forms. 
Theorem 6.4. Let H be defined by the productions S + a and S + as. Then for every 
grammar form G = (V, .Z, P, S) with Z(G) c Z(REG) there exists H’ Q H form 
equivalent to G. 
Proof. By the opening remarks of this section we may assume G is strongly reduced. 
We now prove the result by induction on the number of equivalence classes of V -2 
under the relation -. Let this be n >l.Ifn=l thenA-BforallA,Bin V-C 
hence V -4 = [S]_. Since G is strongly reduced, all productions in P are of the type 
A + acr, CY in V*. Now LY contains at most one nonterminal, otherwise G would be 
expansive and hence .2(G) contains nonregular languages. Moreover, this nonter- 
minal must be right-most otherwise G is selfembedding and hence 2(G) contains 
non-regular languages. Therefore CY is in C* u E*( V 4). Now replace each 
production A + al l . l a,,, in P, m 3~ 1, ai in 2’ by the productions 
where [ai l l l a,], 2 s i s m are new nonterminals. And replace each production 
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A+alg** a,B in P, m > 1, ai in C by the productions 
A + al[az l l 9 a,,,B], [a2 l l l B] + az[a3 l . l B], . . . , [amB] + a,,,B, 
where [ai l l l amB], 2 G i G m are new nonterminals. Let the resulting grammar be F, 
clearly F Q H, and Z(F) = Z(G). 
Wow assume the theorem is true for all grammars with at most k equivalence 
classes, k 2 1. 
Consider G to have II = k + 1 equivalence classes. 
Clearly [S]- s [A]- for all A in V -2. For all A in [S]-, we show by similar 
arguments to those used above that the productions for A can be assumed to Se of 
two types: 
(i) A + CY; CY in (V-[S]& and 
(ii) A + cy, a! in (V- [S]_)‘iS]_. 
Assume there is an A + cy irl P, where Q! contains two [S]- synIbols. This provides 
an immediate contradiction a$ above. If a) = culBcu2 with B in [S]_ and 02 # A, then 
A + a! =$ uAv, u # h and v # h since G is non-left-recursive and A -B, hence 
CY~ =h and cyl # A since G is chain-free. 
Now applying Lemma 6.1 and 6.2 and the inductive assumption we may assume: 
for each production A + (Y, A. in [S]_, for each cyl, cy2 and B not in [S]- such that 
a! = cu1Ba2 there is an (A, cyl: B, cu2)-partition of G with GB Q K, where GB is the 
subgrammar of Lemma 6.2. it remains to transform the [S]__-productions into the 
normal form. Before doing thiis, note that we may assume ach A-production with A 
in [S]_ is of the type 
where a is in C and a! is in V”. For assume otherwise, then A + Bet is in P with B in 
V - (2 u [S]-._). However, by the inductive assumption all B-productions are of the 
type 
B+b& p in (V---Z)u{A}, 
hence, replace A + Bcu witfi the productions 
(A+b@a:B+b/3 in P, p in (V-C)u{A}}. 
This substitution preserves the language family of G by Lemma 6.3. IReturk;: to our 
main theme, for each A in [,!;I_, we replace each type (i) and (ii) prcddction 
by the production 
A+a[Xl l . l X,]. 
Letting m be the maximal value such that A -) acy is in U, 1~. I= m, add the following 
productions to H’. For all X 0 l l X,,lsrsm,XiinV-[S]_,lai<rand in V 
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the productions 
w 1 l . l X,]+u[X* l ’ ’ x,], ifX1+aisinPandr>2, 
otherwise. 
That 9’(K’) = 3?(G) folllsrc/s by observing that the tuples in H’ keep track of possible 
leftmost derivations in ci,. and furthermore H’ Q H. 
Theorem 6.5. H : S -, a ; S + aS and H : S + a ; S + Sa are regular-vomplete. 
Clearly whether H is left or right linear does not affect the proof of Theorem 6.4 if 
(iv) is replaced by (iv)‘: non-right-recursive, in the definition of strongly reduced. We 
now turn to the consideration of the linear normal form result. 
Theorem 6.6. Let H be d&zed by the productions S + a, S + aS and S + Sa. Then for 
every grammar form G = I[ V, 2, F, S) with 2’(G) E 9(LIN) there exists H’ Q H form 
equivalent to G, 
Proof. As in Theorem 6.4 we assume G is strongly reduced and we also prove ihe 
result by induction on the number of equivalence classes of V - 2 under -; let this be 
n>l. 
Ifn=l,then[S]._= V- 25. Further since G is strongly reduced every production 
in P is either of the type P, -p x or the type A + xBy, x in 2’ and y in C*. Otherwise G 
would be expansive, a cc lrtradiction. Using the tupling technique we can construct 
H’ Q H with L(H’) = L(G). 
Now assume the theorem is true for all G with at most k equivalence classes, k 2 1. 
Consider G to have n = k + 1 equivalence classes. Now de(G) c_ 3?(LIN) implies 
that for every sentential derivation S =$ QI! in G, a! contains at most one self- 
embedding nonterminal. 
As in Theorem 6.4 we assume: for each production A + cy, A in [ 
CY~ and B not in [S]-, s,uch that CY = CY~BCYZ, there is an (A, CY~, B ar 
and Gs Q H (by the inductive assumption). 
Further without loss of generality we may assume that for each production A -+ cy, 
.4 in [S]_, cy = bp for some b in 2, p in V*. 
As in Theorem 6.4 we perform a tupling construction on the A-productions of G, 
where A is in [S],. I-Iowevcr, we merely sketch the idea of the construction rather 
than giving it in detail, 
For each A + bla! in P, A in [S]_, take into H’, 
(i) if a! isin (u/-c)u{W}, thenA+ba, 
(ii) otherwise take Ai -3 b[cy], together with all associated t pie productions, 
constructed using the following observations: 
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Let a=Xl** l Xm, then there is at most one Xi such that Xi s Y and Y is 
self-embedding, we say such an Xi is linear7 If none of Xi, 1 s i s m are linear, then 
proceed as in Theorem 6.4 until the tuple [Xi l l l Xm] is produced. Now proceed as in 
Theorem 6.4 from X z down to Xi,+ where the Xi, j + 1 s i s m define left linear 
s&grammars. This leads to Xi standing alone corresponding to the derivations 
We leave to the reader a formal proof that 2’(H’) = Z(G), clearly H’ Q H by 
construction. 
This yields; 
Theorem 6.7. H : S + a ; S + as; S + Sa is linear-vomplete. 
7. Some comparisons between sequential and parallel rewriting 
The purpose of this section is to apply the results established in the previous 
section to the comparison of language families generated by synchronized-E01 
forms and those generated by context-free grammar forms with strict inter- 
pretations. 
We call a family of context-free languages grammatical if it is generated by a 
context-free grammar form under strict interpretation. The study of grammatical 
families was begun in [ 111. 
So far no results of the following nature have been presented in the literature: all 
grammatical families possessing acertain property (such as being contained in some 
well-known family) are also generated by t forms, or vice versa. The results of the 
previous section enable us to obtain two such results. 
eorem 7.1. Every grammatical family 9~ Z’(REG) is generated by a synchro- 
EOL form. 
roof. By Theorem 6.5 we may assume that 9 = de(G), where G = (V, 2, P, S) is an 
interpretation of the grammar form determined by the productions 
S+aSIa. 
Introduce for each letter a in C a new nonterminal Xa and consider the synchro-EOL 
form 
F=(Vu{X~:ain2},&P’u{X~+X,,X,+a:a inZ},S), 
where P’ is obtained from P by replacing every terminal a occurring on the right side 
of a production with the corresponding nonterminal 
We claim that 9(G) = Z(F). The inclusion .5?(G) s Z’(F) is obvious. To prove the 
reverse inclusion, consider an arbitrary interpretation F1 of F. We define first the 
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‘corresponding’ interpretation G1 of G by determining, for each interpretation Xt) 
of X, the set of terminals b such <rhat X2’ + b is a production in E;; and then replacing 
every occurrence of xQ’ on the right side of a production in all possible ways by such 
terminals b and, finally, uniting all productions with Xz’ or a terminal etter or N on 
the left side. 
It is not necessarily the case that L(&) = L(G1) because of the effect caused by 
interpretations of productions Xa +X,. However, L(&) = M(L(G1)), for some 
gsnz-mapping M Moreover, it is easy to see that. 1M can be realized as a composition 
of df l-substitutions and intersections with regular languages. Because Z(G) is closed 
under both of these operations (cf. [l l]), we conclude the existence of another 
interpretation GZ of G; such that L(.F’l) = L(GJ. 
The converse of Theorem 7.1 is open, i.e., WC do not know whether every family 
S(F) G (REG) generated by a synchro-EOL form I;’ is grammatical. This does not 
hold true if arbitrary EOL forms are considered. Theorem 7.1 can be strengthened in 
the following way. 
Theorem 7.2. Every grammatical family 2 G 9’(LIN) is generated by a synchro-EOL 
f arm. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 7.1. We now use 
Theorem 6.7 instead of Theorem 6.5 as a starting point. The final part of the 
argument (i.e., the transition from the interpretation G1 to the interpretation G2) is 
carried out along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [8]. However, the situation 
l-iere is essentially simpler because of the linearity of the productions. 
8. {S, a}-forms 
The characterization of complete forms, as well as the decidability of complete- 
ness, are still open problems for EOL forms and several variations of them. In fact, as 
regards general EOL forms, even the simple case of short forms with just one 
nonterminal S and just one terminal a is quite involved, cf. 121. 
The decidability of the completeness of synchro-EOL forms is open as well. ln fact, 
several subproblems of this problem are still open. Foyb instance, to decide the 
completeness of a synchro-EOL form F with just one terminal letter a, one should be 
able to decide whether or not L(F) = a+. However, at the time of this writing the 
decidabiiity of this problem is still open for synchronized EOL systems F. 
The purpose of the present and the next section is to consider some special classes 
of synchro-EOL forms. The consideration deals mainly with completeness. However, 
some other issues will also be discussed. A (decidable) characterization of 
completeness i given for these special classes. The results show that it is essentially 
easier to deal with synchronize than with arbitrary EOL forms. 
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We mean by an {S, a}-form a synchronized propagating EOL form with just one 
nonterminal S (apart from the synchronization symbol N) and just one terminal a. 
The restriction of the form being propagating is not essential, and ;he subsequent 
results can be easily modified to concern also nonpropagating forms. 
Theorem 8.L An (SI al-form is complete if and only if it contains the production S + S 
and, for some i 3 2, for all of the productions 
Proof. Consider first the ‘if’-part. Clearly, a form with the productions S -) S 1 S* 1 a is 
complete. For an arbitrary value of i > 2, the completeness follows by Lemma 4.1 in 
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Consider next the ‘only if’-part. Observe first that productions having both an 
occurrence of S and an occurrence of a on the right side may be omitted because we 
are dealing with synchro-forms. Clearly, if an {S, a}-form F is complete, it must 
contain the production S -, S because, otherwise, looping would not be possible, cf. 
[7]. On the other hand, F must contain some production S + S’ with i > 2 because, 
otherwise, L(F) would be finite. Choose the smallest among such numbers i. Then 
F has to contain all of the productions S + a, . . . , S + a’-’ because, otherwise, 
L(F) # a+. 
Note that L(F) = a+ is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the complete- 
ness of a given {S, a}-form F. For instance, the former F defined by the productions 
s-+s21s31a 
satisfies L(F) = a+ without being complete or even 9(REG)-sufficient. The follow- 
ing theorem shows that even this weaker condition is decida.ble for {S, a}-forms. 
‘X’heorem 8.2. The equation L(F) = a+ is decidable for (S, &forms 6;. 
Proof. Consider the OL system G over the alphabet {S}, obtained from fl by 
omitting al! Pa _ ._ -r--J qrnd+lr+;ons i volving a. By [S], L(G) is either regular or else of the form 
L(G) = {Ski 1 i 2 0}, for some X; _a : -- Ir .rnd the particular case can be determined. In the 
former case, a regular expression for L(G) can be found. In both cases the validity of 
the equation L(F) = a + can be tested on the basis of the productions S -) ui belonging 
to F. 
The completeness criterion can be extended to concern forms with several 
terminals. By definition, an {S, al, . . . , a&form is a synchronized propagating EOL 
form with just one nonterminal S (apart from the synchronization symbol N) and the 
terminals al, D . . , a,,, where n 2 1. 
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Theorem 8.3. If an (SF 4f 1, . . . , a,)-form F is complete, then, for some i, the (S, ai)- 
form F’, obtained from F by omitting tzii prvductions involving terminals other than ai, I 
is aksci complete. : 
Proof. Because F is complete, it contains the productions S + S and S + S’, where 
i 2 2, For some i, we must have at c L(F). We can now apply Theorem 8.1 for the 
{S, ail-form obtained ywith respect o this i. 
Theorem 8.3 is related to the phenomenon of ‘unary-completeness’ discussed in 
Cl11 
Because the production S + S is obviously needed in order to generate all regular 
languages, we obtain now also the following ‘gap theorem’. 
Theorem 8.4. An {S, al,. *. , a&form F satisfying the inclusion P(F) 2 g(REG) is 
complete. 
9. {S, A, a}-forms 
One of the disadvantages of the {S, a}-forms discussed above is that, because of the 
synchronization, one cannot have both terminals and nonterminals on the right side 
of any production. This implies that growth can happen only via expansions which, in 
turn, restricts the generative capacity, 3s clearly exemplified by Theorem 8.4. 
The {S, A, a}-forms discussed in this section do not possess this disadvantage. 
Using the ‘terminal-like nonterminal’ A, we can cause a delay in the deposit of an 
actual terminal. Because the situation here becomes much more compllicated, we 
restrict our attention to short forms, that is forms in which the right sides of 
productions contain at most two symbols. 
By definitiorr, an {S, A, a}-form is a synchronized propagating EOL form with two 
nonterminals S and A (apart from the synchronization symbol N) and just one 
terminal a such that 
(i) the length of the right side of every production for S is at most 2, and 
(ii) the productions for A are A -,A and A + a. 
Condition (ii) in the definition above determines the productions for A. As regards 
the productions for S, we assume in the sequel that they form a subset of the 
production set 
(The removal of such productions for S, where the right side contains both a terminal 
and a nonterminal, does not affect the language family. This follows because such 
productions can be used for blocking only.) 
We show first that the problem of the terminal language discussed already in 
Section 8 is decidable for {S, A, a}-forms. 
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Theoremn 9.1. The equatim L(F) = a+ is decidable fqj* (S, A, &forms F. 
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Proof. The algorithm is defined by the following flow chart. Productions listed in a 
decision block indicate the question: ‘Is at least one of these productions in F?’ pi 
block marked with = (resp. #) indicates ‘Stop with the ancswer L(F) = a+ (resp. 
L(F) # a’)‘. Since the productions for A and a are fixed, we have to consider only 
the different possibilities for the S-productions. Therefore, we write down, in the 
flow chart (see Fig. 1), only the right side of a production. 
Fig. 1. 
The reader should have no difficulties in verifying the correctness of the algorithm. 
As in the previous section, it can also now be the case that L(F) = a+ but Z’(F) 
does not even contain all regular languages. It is easy to verify that this happens 
exactly in case the productions for S are 
S+a (a*lS*, 
ie., we are essentially dealing with an {S, a}-form. In all other cases, where = 
appears in the flow chart, 2(F) contains at least all regular languages. . 
It is also easy to give examples of {S, A, a}-forms generating (exactly) the family 
Z(REG) or the family Z(LIN), whereas this is not possible as regards the family 
6;P(CF). However, we shall see in the sequel that there are {S, A a}-forms F with the 
property 
.Z’(CF) 5 2(F) 5 Z(EOL), 
which answers a question posed in [lo]. 
We now turn to the discussion of completeness. 
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Theorem 9.2. An (S, A, a)-form F is complete if and only if F contains both of the 
productions S + S and S + SS, as well as at least one of the productions S + A and 
S+a. 
Roof. The ‘if’-part is obvious, Consider the ‘only if’-part. Assuming that F is 
complete, it is in the first place clear that F must contain one of the productions S + A 
and S + a, as well as the production S + SS. The latter part follows because, 
otherwise, no expansions would be possible, cf. [7]. 
To prove that F must contain also the production S + S, we assume from now on 
that F’ is defined by the S-productions 
anId show that all EOL languages do not belong to 2(F). 
Lemma 9.3. The EOL language 
L = (a2’“b3” ] m, n 2 l} 
does not belong to 5?(F). 
Before proving the lemma, we note that every context-free language belongs to 
2:F). It is also easy to see that languages uch as 
{a2mb” Im, n Z I} and {a3m(mL1} 
bel’ong to 2(F). The details are left to the reader. 
“we now begin the proof of Lemma 9.3. We assume the contrary: there is an 
int zrpretation F’ Q F such that L(F’) = L. We consider also the following subsets 
of .,I: 
L,=(a2mb3n~nZ1), m3. 
‘NJe apply first the method used in the proof of the fact that Z(EOL) equals the 
far.aily of codings of OL languages, cf. [ 131. The spectrum of a nonterminal A in F’ 
consists of all numbers n such that it is possible to derive a terminal word from A in n 
steps. The spectrum is an almost periodic set and, hence, we may speak of its 
threshold and period. 
The uniform period of F’ is the smallest number t such that, for every nonterminal 
of I”, t exceeds the threshold of its spectrum and is divisible by the period. 
Now let ar be a word derivable according to F’ in less than 2t steps, and let k be an 
integer such that 0 s k s t - 1. Provided t + k belongs to the spectrum of each letter in 
alph (cu), we define a OIL system G(a, k) as follows. The axiom is cy. The production 
B -*X belongs to the production set of G(cu, k) if and only if X is derivable from B in 
t steps according to F’. (Observe that F’ is propagating.) 
For each letter B in the alphabet of G(a, k), let a(B) be the set of terminal words 
derivable from according to F’ in t + k steps. Consider u as a (finite) substitution 
e alphabet of G(Q, k). 
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We can now express L = L(F’) in the following way: 
where LF is a finite language. 
In the sequel we write a(L(G(a, k))) shortly as L(&, k). 
Consider triples (a, k, m), where m is a natural number, and cy and k are as above. 
Given such a triple, we say that L(cu, k) misses a final segment of L, ;.T there is a 
number no such that, whenever m 2 no, then the wozd a2~b3” is not in L(cw, k). 
To compiete the proof of Lemma 9.3, it obviously suffices to establish the 
following result. 
Lemma 9.4* For each pair (ar, k), there are only finitely many values of m such that 
L(a, II-) &es not miss a final segment of L,. 
To prove Lemma 9.4, we consider a fixed pair (cu, k). We may obviously assume 
that L(ar, k) contains for any j, a word w such that both the number of occurrences of 
a and the number of occurrences of b in w exceeds j. (Otherwise, L(a, k) satisfies the 
statement of Lemma 9.4.) 
Consider a fixed value of m and a letter X of the system G(cr, k). We say that X is 
L,-good if there are infinitely many values of n such that a2nb3n isin a(Xw,), where 
wn is a word depending on n. (Thus, it is possible to use x as the leftmost letter in the 
a-generation of arbitrarily long words of L,.) To prove Lemma 9.4, it suffices to 
show that no letter X is L,-good for infinitely many values of m. 
Assume the contrary: X is L,-good for infinitely many values of m. This implies 
for all values of v that whenever 
X#& and X&p, 
are derivations according to G(au, k), then 
dp1) = dP2) (1) 
and consists of one word only. (This means, intuitively, that the terminal contribution 
of X is uniquely determined by the length of the derivation.) Otherwise, we would 
get a contradiction by considering a wnrd a 2mb3n, where m is sufficiently large. 
Either X itself is recurring (i.e., generates in some number of steps a word 
containing itself), or is generated by some other recurring letter which is also 
L,-good for infinitely many values of m. In the latter case, we can switch our 
attention to the recurring letter. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that 
X is recurring, 
If X generat 2s in some number of steps according to G(a, k) a word of length 
greater than i, the uniqueness condition (1) and the fact that is recurring imply 
be L,-good for any value of m, which a contradiction. 
generates only words of length 1, ie., is looping. This implies 
must be an interpretation of the letter A :in the form F. 
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Considering now the possible right neighbours of the letter X, their right neigh- 
bours, and so forth, we conclude the existence of a letter Y such that 
(i) Y is an interpretation of A, 
(ii) a(Y) = {n), and 
(iii) for each j, there is a word in L(G(cu, k)) containing more than j occurrences of 
Y, and all letters between these occurrences are interpretations of A. 
Conditions (i) and (iii) imply the existence of an interpretation S’ of S such that, for 
some words ~1, wz:, w3 (possibly empty), 
S'** WlYW2SW3 (2) 
according to G(cw, k), where w1 w2 contain interpretations of A only. Considering 
words a2nb3n, where m is sufficiently large, (2j leads to a contradiction. Observe that 
it & essential that we can terminate at any level. Otherwise, applications of (2) might 
lead to nonterminating situations. 
This concludes the pro@ of Lemma 9.4 and, hence, also the proof of Theorem 9.2. 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 9.2. we obtain the foll~~wing result. 
Theorem 9.5. Every complete (S, A, al-form is also vomplete. 
It was shown in [7] that every complete EOL form contains 
(i) a looping letter, and 
(ii) an expansive letter. 
We conjecture that every complete synchronized EOL form contains a nonterminal 
that is both looping and expansive. Of course, Theorem 9.2 is an almost immediate 
consequence of this conjecture. 
The family Z(CFEOL) of context-free-like EOL languages was investigated in [9]. 
The family 5?(F) introduced in Lemma 9.3 is in some sense dual to the family 
Z(CFEOL): only the ‘waiting positions’ in derivations are different. Both families lie 
strictly between the families A?(CF) and T(EOL). They are also incomparable. We 
have @ 
i a 
2” 
: n 2 1) is in Z(F) -Z’(CFEOL), 
and 
.K is in .%(CFEOL) -Z(F), (3) 
where K ia; generated by the OL system with the axiom a2b3 and productions 
b +c, c + c. 
((3) is established similarly as Theorem 9.2.) 
V’Z mention, finally, that the family A?(F) is closed under union, mirror image, 
intersection with regular sets and catenation with regular sets, whereas it is not closed 
under catenation or catenation closure. 
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